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While resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging can probe intrinsic network connectivity in both human and rodent brain,
behavioral modulation of these connectivity patterns has not yet been demonstrated in the rodent due to the requirements of immobi-
lization or anesthesia for MRI scanning. To enable the effects of behavioral tasks on functional connectivity to be measured in freely
moving, awake rats, implanted carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) were used to monitor low-frequency fluctuations of tissue oxygenation.
Rats were implanted with CPEs in two nodes of the default mode network (DMN) and two nodes in a lateral cortical network, revealing
amperometric oxygen correlation patterns consistent with imaging studies. Using a block design study where rats alternated between
sustained periods of instrumental response and unscheduled spontaneous behavior, task-induced decreases in functional connectivity
were observed between the DMN node pair, but not in the distinct lateral cortical network, demonstrating network-specific modulation
of functional connectivity.
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Introduction
Correlated low-frequency oscillations in the blood oxygen (O2)
level-dependent (BOLD) resting-state functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (rsfMRI) signal are now an established means of
assessing intrinsic connectivity of functional networks in the hu-
man brain (Beckmann et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2005; Smith et al.,
2009). These signals have been shown to be a sensitive measure of
pathological states in the task-free (“resting”) state (for review,
see Fox and Greicius, 2010). Furthermore, researchers have ob-
tained a deeper understanding of how intrinsic network activity
relates to behavioral states by combining assessments of func-
tional connectivity with specific cognitive tasks (Esslinger et al.,
2009; Shirer et al., 2012). Recently, distinct task-free intrinsic
connectivity networks have also been demonstrated in rodents
(Becerra et al., 2011; Sforazzini et al., 2014), providing a poten-
tially powerful translational probe of brain function. However,
since rodent rsfMRI studies are performed in an anesthetized or
immobilized state, the ability to investigate functional connectiv-
ity during active behavior is precluded or greatly limited. The
degree to which functional connectivity in the rodent can be
modulated by specific cognitive or behavioral states remains un-
known. In vivo O2 amperometry is an alternative to rodent fMRI
that can measure real-time changes in extracellular O2 via in-

dwelling probes in freely moving animals. This technique has
been successfully used to measure regional brain tissue O2 levels
with subsecond temporal resolution in a variety of behavioral
paradigms (Francois et al., 2012; McHugh et al., 2013), and more
recently to demonstrate that inter-region low-frequency correla-
tions of the O2 signal can be pharmacologically modulated (Li et
al., 2014).

To extend the cross-species translation of functional connec-
tivity measures beyond the “resting state,” O2 amperometry was
used in the present work to assess relationships within and be-
tween two distinct brain networks in freely moving rats engaged
in periods of instrumental responding for food reward. The foci
were the default mode network (DMN), for which a rodent ho-
molog has recently been identified (Lu et al., 2012; Schwarz et al.,
2013a; Sforazzini et al., 2014), and a lateral cortical network
(LCN) extending from the frontal eye fields in anterior secondary
motor cortex through sensorimotor regions to insula cortex.
LCN has been shown to be uncorrelated with the DMN in rsfMRI
studies (Schwarz et al., 2013b; Sforazzini et al., 2014).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and local ethical requirements. Thirty-
six male Wistar rats (284 –318 g at surgery) were surgically prepared at
Charles River and delivered to Eli Lilly, where they were group-housed in
cages of four in a temperature-controlled (20�22°C) environment with
food and water available ad libitum under a 12 h light/dark cycle.

Surgery. Under isoflurane anesthesia, animals were implanted unilat-
erally with four carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) in medial prefrontal
cortex, prelimbic region [PRL; anteroposterior (AP), � 4.0 mm; medio-
lateral (ML), �0.4 mm; dorsoventral (DV), �2.2 mm from dura]; ante-
rior secondary motor cortex (M2; AP, �4.0 mm; ML, �3.2 mm; DV,
�1.2 mm from dura); primary somatosensory cortex, jaw region (S1J;
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AP, �1.6 mm; ML, �5.0 mm; DV, �1.8 mm from dura); and the retro-
splenial cortex (RSC; AP, �4.0 mm; ML, �0.4 mm; DV, �1.5 mm from
dura). The reference electrode was placed in posterior cortex and the
auxiliary electrode was wrapped around one posterior skull screw. Pre-
operative and postoperative Rimadyl (carprofen, 5 mg/kg, s.c.; Pfizer)
was administered, and animals were allowed to recover in thermostati-
cally controlled cages. A postoperative recovery period of 2 weeks was
allowed before testing commenced. At the start of testing, animals
weighed 344 –510 g. Animals were food restricted to �2.5 g of chow per
rat daily for 7 d before testing began.

In vivo amperometry. Changes in extracellular tissue O2 were mea-
sured using constant potential amperometry with CPEs (Lowry et al.,
1997). A potential of �650 mV was applied to electrodes, allowing the
electrochemical reduction of dissolved O2 at their tip (Bolger et al., 2011).
CPEs were constructed from 8T (200 �m bare diameter, 270 �m coated
diameter) Teflon-coated silver wire (Advent Research Materials). The
Teflon insulation was slid along the wire to create a 2-mm-deep cavity,
which was packed with carbon paste (prepared according to O’Neill et al.,
1982). Before implantation, all CPEs were calibrated in vitro in a glass cell
containing 15 ml of phosphate buffer solution (0.01 M), pH 7.4, saturated
with nitrogen (N2) gas, atmospheric air (from a Rena air pump), or pure
O2 (compressed gas) at room temperature. The concentrations of dis-
solved O2 were taken as 0 �M (N2-saturated), 240 �M (air-saturated), and
1260 �M (O2-saturated), respectively. Reference and auxiliary electrodes
were also prepared from 8T Teflon-coated silver wire by removing 2 mm
of Teflon from the tip. All electrodes were soldered to gold connectors,
which were cemented into six-pin plastic sockets (both from Plastics
One) during surgery.

Equipment and data recording. Animals were tested in operant test
chambers (ENV 008, Med Associates), constructed of two aluminum
walls and two Perspex walls. The floor consisted of 19 stainless steel bars
(diameter, 0.48 cm; spaced 1.6 cm apart) and each chamber had a house
light (100 mA; ENV 215M, Med Associates), located 1.8 cm from the
ceiling on the opposite wall to a food magazine incorporating a magazine
light, and pellet dispenser for reward (sucrose pellet) delivery. Infrared
beam breaks in the magazine recorded the number of nose pokes. Some
sessions (days 4, 9, 12, 13, and 17 of acquisition and all extinction/rein-
statement sessions) were recorded using a ceiling-mounted infrared
video camera and recorded videos were analyzed by in-house software
that calculated pixel changes per second.

During O2 signal recording, the head-mounted six-pin socket was
connected to a low-noise, four-channel potentiostat (EA164 Quadstat,
eDAQ) via a flexible screened six-core cable mounted through a swivel
(both Plastics One) in the ceiling of the cage to allow free movement
of the animal throughout the test chamber. A 16-channel e-corder
(ED1621,eDAQ) was used for analog-to-digital conversion before data
were collected on a PC running Chart v5 (both eDAQ). Amperometric
recordings were recorded at 1000 Hz and analyzed at a down-sampled
frequency of 200 Hz.

In vivo calibration. Before the study began, the electrodes were cali-
brated in vivo to assess their responsiveness to the inhalation of different
concentrations of O2 in freely moving rats. Animals were placed individ-
ually in test chambers and a constant �650 mV potential was applied to
CPEs to allow signal settling for 15 min. The rats were then exposed to O2

gas (�200 psi) at their nose for 30 s and the O2 signals were allowed to

decay back to baseline levels. This process was repeated three times with
O2 and then replicated with N2 gas.

Testing schedule. Animals were placed in test chambers and a constant
�650 mV potential was applied to CPEs to allow signal settling for 15
min before the recording session began on each day. A blocked design of
four alternating periods of an instrumental responding task and rest
(unscheduled spontaneous behavior) was used. During “task” blocks,
animals were cued by sound (clicker 0.5 s before the start of each task
block) and light (illumination of house and magazine light for the dura-
tion of the 15 min task block). The cues were signals to nose poke for food
reward (sucrose pellet) under a variable-interval 30 s schedule (range,
7–53 s). During “rest” blocks, cues and rewards were removed and be-
havior was not schedule controlled. O2 signals (and videos on selected
days) were recorded for the duration of the 60 min testing session. At the
conclusion of each session, rats were returned to their home cages. Ani-
mals were trained on this schedule once daily until behavior was stably
acquired (18 d). At this point, animals were exposed in a counterbal-
anced manner to three different control conditions: Extinction, All-Task,
and All-Rest. Extinction involved withholding reward while the cues
continued to be presented for 3 consecutive days. All-Task involved a
single 60 min block of scheduled and cued behavior. All-Rest involved a
single 60 min block of unscheduled spontaneous behavior. Each control
condition was followed by 3 d of reinstatement, where the rewards were
returned to the original block design, before being subjected to the next
control condition.

Throughout test sessions, three behavioral measures were recorded
and summarized for each 15 min block. These were the number of nose
pokes, the number of pellets dispensed, and the level of movement mon-
itored (indexed as a magnitude in pixel change).

Data analysis. For each electrode, linear interpolation was used post-
collection to replace occasional missing data points and a biquad Butter-
worth filter (high-pass 0.1 Hz) was used to suppress fast noise-related
artifacts. Data were normalized by subtraction of the 60 s average preses-
sion value from each data point in the series, thereby compensating for
absolute differences in baselines between channels. Finally, a boxcar-
averaging algorithm was applied to down-sample the data, keeping a
single average from multiple 0.5 s nonoverlapping windows. The time
courses of absolute regional O2 levels were plotted in 2 min bins, and the
area under curve (AUC) was calculated for each 15 min block on data
normalized to the final 60 s of the previous block to show a relative
amplitude response for each block. Functional connectivity data were
analyzed in the 0.01– 0.1 Hz range, from a period 600 s presession start to
3600 s postsession start (incorporating all four 15 min blocks), and aver-
aged in 300 s time bins. To achieve this, the session start-aligned series of
N data points from both brain regions were padded with N/4 additional
points to eliminate edge artifacts, which are produced when applying a
low-pass filter to data with a mean offset from zero. Butterworth noise
filtering was applied as before for each frequency F of interest and then
data were correlated in a series of half-overlapping windows of length
2/F, excluding padded sections of data. To build a correlation spectrum
over time for multiple frequency bins, Pearson’s r was generated as an
index of functional connectivity between the filtered signals at a given
time for that frequency. An average r value for each 15 min block was
calculated for each pair of regions on each day, and the resting within-
network/between-network comparison and correlation matrix was
shown as an average of both rest blocks.

Statistics. For behavioral measures, the 15 min block summary data
from each day were analyzed in a repeated-measures ANOVA with time
point (Task1/Rest1 or Task2/Rest2) and block state (task or rest) as the
within-subjects factors. For functional connectivity analysis, broadband
(0.1– 0.01 Hz) correlation values (Pearson’s r) summarized in 15 min
blocks underwent Fisher’s z-transformation before a repeated-measures
ANOVA with network (DMN: PRL–RSC; or LCN: M2–S1J), time point
(Task1/Rest1 or Task2/Rest2) and block state (task or rest) as within-
subjects factors was performed. Mauchly’s sphericity test was performed
on all correlation data and Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments applied to
degrees of freedom as necessary. If a significant effect of block state or a
significant network– block state interaction was seen, planned compari-
sons of the block state (task vs rest) within each network was performed.

4

Figure 1. Distinct intrinsic networks measured with O2 amperometry at rest. a, O2 probes
targeted two regions of the DMN (PRL and RSC) and two regions of the LCN (M2 and S1J). b, Final
placements of O2 probes based on histological analysis. c, The network connectivity pairs ob-
tained. d, Raw regional O2 signals filtered between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz from one representative
animal over 5 min at rest. Left panel shows within-network regions of the DMN (PRL and RSC)
with highly synchronous fluctuations. Right panel shows between-network regions (RSC and
M2) with uncorrelated low-frequency fluctuations. e, Correlation matrix of functional connec-
tivity (r) during unscheduled spontaneous behavior. f, Bar chart of connectivity of each node
pair, mean r � SEM, n � 19. Significant between-network versus within-network pair differ-
ence (***p � 0.0001).
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For the within/between network comparison
at rest, the combined rest r values (average of
Rest1 and Rest2) for each pair of regions un-
derwent a repeated-measures ANOVA with re-
gion pair as the within-subjects factor. If
significant, a planned comparison of the
within-network pairs (PRL–RSC and M2–S1J)
versus the between-network pairs (PRL–M2,
PRL–S1J, M2–RSC, S1J–RSC) was performed.
For absolute regional O2 levels, AUC values
were analyzed by a repeated-measures ANOVA
with region (PRL, RSC, M2, S1J), time point
(Task1/Rest1 or Task2/Rest2), and block state
(task or rest) as within-subjects factors. If a sig-
nificant effect of block state or a significant re-
gion– block state interaction was seen, planned
comparisons of the block state (task vs rest) for
regions within each network (DMN: PRL and
RSC; or LCN: M2 and S1J) was performed.

Histology and data exclusions. At the end of
the study, animals were rendered unconscious
by a rising concentration of CO2 gas for �15
min. Brains were removed and placed in 10%
(w/v) buffered paraformaldehyde and shipped
for histological processing (Neuroscience As-
sociates), which involved 40 �m coronal sec-
tioning of implanted regions and staining with
thionin for Nissl bodies. Upon return, micro-
scopic assessment confirmed CPE placement
with reference to a standard rat brain atlas
(Paxinos and Watson, 2007). Animals with in-
accurate placements were excluded from sub-
sequent analyses, except for the M2 placements
that ended up in the primary motor cortex
(M1) as this forms part of the same network as
seen in rsfMRI (Schwarz et al., 2013b).

Thirty-six animals began the study but three
lost their implants and were culled before the
end of the experiment. Animals with poor sig-
nal quality or signal losses on any of their four
channels were also excluded from further anal-
ysis before data processing. After histology and
signal quality exclusions, 19 animals were in-
cluded in the final analysis.

Results
CPEs were implanted in pairs of nodes in
DMN (PRL and RSC, corresponding to
major prefrontal and posterior cingulate
nodes in human DMN), and LCN (M2
and S1J; Fig. 1a,b). These pairings allowed
functional connectivity to be assessed
within both networks (DMN, PRL–RSC;
LCN, M2–S1J), and also provided four
combinations of between-network corre-
lation (PRL–M2, PRL–S1J, M2–RSC, S1J–
RSC), as shown in Figure 1c. Recording O2

signals from animals in a state of unsched-
uled, spontaneous behavior revealed signif-
icant differences in correlations between
node pairs (F(2.6,47.2) � 22.6, p � 0.001).
Filtering the regional O2 signals (0.01– 0.1
Hz) revealed highly synchronous low-
frequency fluctuations for the two DMN
nodes (PRL and RSC), but not for a
between-network pair (RSC and M2) for a

Figure 2. Task-induced modulation of behavioral state and functional connectivity. a, 15 min task/rest block design. b, Behav-
ioral measures (MV, movement; NP, nose pokes) per block during acquired and extinguished days. Both parameters show signif-
icant task versus rest differences (both p � 0.001), mean � SEM n � 18 –19. c, Broadband correlations of DMN and LCN on
acquired and extinguished days per block. Significant task versus rest differences were found only for acquired day DMN activity
( p � 0.001), mean r � SEM, n � 19. d, Heat maps of DMN and LCN connectivity across 0.01– 0.1 Hz frequencies over the session
on acquired and extinguished days. Color represents r values between 0.3 and 0.8, n � 19; time on the x-axis is in minutes.
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5 min resting period in one representative
animal (Fig. 1d). Mean functional con-
nectivity (r) was significantly greater
within the two established intrinsic net-
work pairs compared with the between-
network pairs (p � 0.001; Fig. 1e,f), in
accordance with a previous report of these
two networks in the rodent (Schwarz et
al., 2013b).

Behavioral state modulation of O2 cor-
relations was assessed using an alternating
15 min block design (Fig. 2a), where ani-
mals were cued during task blocks to nose
poke for food reward under a variable-
interval 30 s schedule, while during rest
blocks no rewards were available and be-
havior was not schedule controlled. Once
acquired, behavioral distinction between
blocks was clearly evident (Fig. 2b) with
rats being significantly more active during
task compared with rest blocks (nose
pokes: F(1,18) � 338.9, p � 0.001; move-
ment: F(1,18) � 101.8, p � 0.001). In terms
of functional connectivity (Fig. 2c), a sta-
ble level of high correlation was evident
within the LCN pairing regardless of block
type (F(1,18) � 3.2, not significant). In
contrast, connectivity within the DMN
pairing significantly decreased during task
blocks compared with rest blocks (F(1,18)

� 25.4, p � 0.001). After the blocked task
was stably acquired, the rats then under-
went extinction by withholding reward.
Upon initiation of extinction, task-
induced behaviors decreased (Fig. 2b,
right panel) yet still displayed a block ef-
fect where rats remained more active dur-
ing task compared with rest blocks (nose
pokes: F(1,18) � 64.4, p � 0.001; move-
ment: F(1,16) � 33.2, p � 0.001) despite
the fact that reward was no longer avail-
able. In this state, task/rest block differ-
ences in functional connectivity were lost
within the DMN pair (F(1,18) � 2.1, p �
0.17; Fig. 2c, left panel), while LCN corre-
lations remained consistently high (Fig.
2c, right panel). The heat maps in Figure
2d illustrate connectivity profiles across network pairs at higher tem-
poral and frequency resolutions, where reductions in DMN con-
nectivity were task-dependent during acquisition, and lost upon
extinction. In addition to nonrewarded extinction, the two other
control conditions (All-Task and All-Rest) were also performed
in a counterbalanced order followed by reinstatement to further
probe the task-induced modulation of network functional con-
nectivity. Figure 3a shows that in all three control conditions, the
task-induced reduction in DMN connectivity seen on the acquired
day was lost (All-Rest, F(1,18) � 2.86, p � 0.11; All-Task, F(1,18) �
3.51, p � 0.07), but returned on the first day of reinstatement of
the block design (F(1,18) � 19.1, p � 0.001). Connectivity within
the lateral cortical network was not significantly modulated by
task in any of the control conditions (all F(1,18) � 1.65, p � 0.22;
Fig. 3b).

In contrast to functional connectivity measurements, the ab-
solute amplitude of regional O2 signals showed a clear task-
induced increase in all regions (Fig. 4a, mean response; Fig. 4c,
raw O2 levels from one representative animal), regardless of their
intrinsic network association. Since the regional signals did not
decay back to baseline levels during rest blocks, changes for each
block were normalized to previous block levels and summarized
by a mean AUC measure in Figure 4b. Again, a task-induced
increase in signal amplitude was evident in all regions (Block
state, F(1,18) � 85.5, p � 0.001; Region 	 Block state, F(3,54) �
10.8, p � 0.001).

Discussion
Using O2 amperometry functional connectivity measures as a
homolog of rsfMRI, intrinsic network correlations comparable to
those identified in the anesthetized rodent by rsfMRI were de-

Figure 3. The effect of three control conditions on functional connectivity in the DMN and LCN. All Rest consisted of a 60 min
block of unscheduled, spontaneous behavior. All Task involved a single 60 min block of scheduled and cued instrumental respond-
ing. Extinction consisted of the standard 15 min cued but unrewarded blocks. Reinstatement illustrates the first day when the
animals were returned to the original block design. a, Broadband correlations of DMN activity (PRL–RSC pair) on acquired, control,
and reinstatement days per 15 min block. Significant task versus rest differences were found only on acquired and reinstatement
days ( p � 0.001), mean r � SEM, n � 19. b, Broadband correlations of LCN activity (M2–S1J pair) on acquired day, control and
reinstatement days per block. No significant task versus rest differences were found on any day ( p � 0.05), mean r � SEM, n �
19.
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tected in freely moving rats. Greater levels of connectivity were
measured between node pairs within two discrete networks, the
DMN and the LCN, in contrast to significantly lower cross-
network connectivity strength. Moreover, engagement in instru-
mental action elicited robust decreases in functional connectivity
selectively within the DMN, but not the LCN. These results dem-
onstrate that intrinsic network connectivity can be modulated by
task engagement in the behaving rat, opening the way for explo-
ration of the effects of other cognitive tasks and increasing the
opportunities to translate rodent functional connectivity studies
to human rsfMRI. A lack of correlation (or anticorrelation) be-
tween task-positive and task-negative networks such as the DMN
has been well documented in fMRI recordings in humans (Fox et
al., 2005; Fransson, 2006), rodents (Schwarz et al., 2013b;
Sforazzini et al., 2014), and also in direct neuronal recordings of
local field potentials from implanted electrodes in animals (Popa
et al., 2009). In line with these observations, the current study
demonstrates low-frequency amperometric O2 recordings in
freely moving rats also show a low level of correlation between
regions known to be part of different intrinsic networks, high-
lighting the translational potential of in vivo O2 amperometry
technique.

Despite a stable level of high baseline correlation within both
networks, connectivity only within the DMN pairing signifi-
cantly decreased during task blocks compared with rest blocks.
Thus, functional connectivity between the pair of nodes within

rat DMN was sensitive to behavioral state and became relatively
more disengaged during scheduled task performance, in line with
some human rsfMRI findings (Fransson, 2006). The present O2

data are also consistent with a study comparing the functional
connectivity of BOLD, perfusion, and CMRO2 (cerebral meta-
bolic rate of O2 consumption) signals in healthy human volun-
teers both at rest and undergoing a visual task (Wu et al., 2009).
They observed that connectivity of the CMRO2 signal was similar
to BOLD connectivity, with both showing low connectivity
strength within the DMN during a visual stimulation task com-
pared with the resting state. Note that there are also reports of
increased DMN functional connectivity during task performance
(Li et al., 2012), highlighting the mixed findings in the human
imaging literature, which may be due to the different tasks and
brain regions considered. Upon initiation of Extinction and All-
Rest and All-Task control conditions, the task/rest block differ-
ences in functional connectivity were lost within the DMN pair,
but returned immediately upon reinstatement of the block de-
sign. This suggests that the DMN connectivity changes are not a
straightforward measurement of movement, stimulus percep-
tion, or temporal artifact, and are likely driven by another aspect
of task engagement.

Regional amplitude responses showed a clear task-induced
increase in tissue O2 in all four regions regardless of their location
and assumed network role. This contrasts with commonly re-
ported task-induced regional decreases (or deactivations) in hu-

Figure 4. Task-induced modulation of regional O2 response. a, Average time course of absolute regional O2 responses (task blocks indicated in gray) from all animals. Values are mean � SEM,
n � 19. b, AUC summary of regional responses per block (normalized to end of previous block). Values are mean � SEM, n � 19. c, Raw O2 levels from each electrode from one example animal.
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man DMN (Raichle et al., 2001; Anticevic et al., 2012). However,
a recent human imaging study reported activation of both DMN
regions and task-positive regions when subjects undergo prepa-
ratory phases of a working memory task (Koshino et al., 2014).
The extent of DMN changes may therefore depend on the nature
of the task and associated cognitive load. The rat resting and task
state in the current study may be fundamentally different from
the equivalent human states, and thus may not result in the same
O2/BOLD deactivations as the regional human BOLD response.
This is difficult to test since behavior cannot be probed in rodent
fMRI studies. Therefore it is not yet possible to determine
whether the results reflect a species difference over a technical
difference. Also, it cannot be ruled out that movement/activity of
animals may be influencing the regional response, particularly
since an increase was seen in all regions during the task. Previous
studies in this laboratory have not shown any influence of head
movement on the O2 signal per se, but regional O2 changes and
overall activity of the animal have yet to be fully dissociated.

In contrast to the DMN nodes, where both amplitude and
connectivity measures were sensitive to task status, LCN nodes
showed a task-related regional response but functional connec-
tivity was not significantly affected by task performance, suggest-
ing that regional amplitude and correlation measures can be
differentially modulated by behavioral state and hence are func-
tionally dissociable. Despite remaining questions over the mech-
anistic equivalence of the DMN regional response to commonly
reported human deactivation responses, connectivity measures
exhibit the properties of network-specific and task-induced
modulation, both of which qualitatively mirror human DMN
behavior.

The degree to which O2 amperometric signals can be consid-
ered as a proxy for BOLD signal changes measured in fMRI stud-
ies is a key factor in the translatability of this approach. Evidence
to date reveals strong empirical parallels between observations
using O2 amperometry and findings from rat and human fMRI. It
has been shown that O2 signal changes evoked by hyperoxia and
hypoxia closely parallel BOLD signal changes in the rat brain
(Lowry et al., 2010), and that localized O2 increases in the nucleus
accumbens associated with reward anticipation are strikingly
consistent with BOLD signal changes observed in response to
reward anticipation conditions in human fMRI (Francois et al.,
2012). Finally, consistent pharmacological alterations in func-
tional connectivity as measured by O2 amperometry and by
rsfMRI have been reported, using acute ketamine as the pharma-
cological probe (Gass et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014).

However, several differences and limitations to rat and human
fMRI are nevertheless relevant. First, a resting-state comparable
to that defined in human imaging work may not exist in a freely
moving rodent, even with the most controlled conditions (quiet,
stimulus free). While clearly an evolution over rat imaging stud-
ies, where animals are anesthetized and not at rest by human
study definition, the rest state in the present study reflects a dy-
namic process of habituation of spontaneous, unscheduled be-
havior, which produced a distinction to that of the task state. It
may therefore be very important for future translational work to
more accurately align and control what is meant by the rest state
in both rats and humans. A second limitation of the O2 technique
is the currently limited number of brain regions that can practi-
cally be recorded from (four), compared with the whole-brain
measurement possible with fMRI. In amperometric O2 func-
tional connectivity analyses, sampled brain regions have to be
determined a priori, typically meaning that a complete network
cannot be elucidated from a single study as the maximum num-

ber of node-to-node connectivity pairs is currently limited to six.
However, by selecting key regions representative of known net-
works as informed by imaging studies, specific hypotheses re-
garding the modulation of brain activity by behavior can be
tested. This important advantage over rodent fMRI, and the close
parallels observed between O2 and BOLD responses over a range
of paradigms and conditions, provide confidence that recording
from freely moving rodents undergoing behavioral tasks using
this approach will help bridge the imaging gap in translational
behavioral responses.

Future work should focus on gaining a deeper understanding
of cross-species homology of such intrinsic network activity dur-
ing controlled, differential expression of specific behaviors. The
instrumental response schedule used in the current study was a
very simple task that has limited potential to measure cognitive
load. To enhance understanding of the translational correspon-
dence of task-induced intrinsic connectivity patterns, a richer
array of tasks, back-translated from human studies, needs to be
performed in rodents to probe the extent to which the behavior of
the rodent “DMN” and other networks parallel the human ho-
mologs. Since many different brain regions are known to be as-
sociated with the DMN in both humans and rodents, further
studies are also needed to probe other regions in the rodent to
determine whether task-related reductions in connectivity are
consistent across all nodes of the DMN.

In summary, engagement in instrumental action elicited ro-
bust decreases in functional connectivity selectively within node
pairs of the DMN, but not the LCN, in the awake, behaving rat.
This task-associated modulation, abolished during task extinc-
tion, was not caused by elevated movement per se and reappeared
upon task reinstatement, confirming both behavioral depen-
dency and network-specificity of this effect. The ability to assess
in vivo amperometric O2 signal proxies of BOLD-like functional
connectivity measures in awake, freely moving animals greatly
enlarges the range of behavioral paradigms that can be back-
translated from human studies, potentially taking preclinical in-
trinsic network research beyond the “resting state.”
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